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Abstract

Objective: Diabetes mellitus (DM) is associated with endothelial dysfunction, reducing nitric oxide-dependent vasodilation, and increasing production of pro-inflammatory factors, leading to an increased risk of long-term cardiovascular disease. As the effects of phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitors (PDE5i) on endothelial function have not been systematically investigated, we conducted a meta-analysis of available randomized clinical trials (RCTs).

Design: A thorough search of the literature was carried out. Relevant studies were considered according to RCT study design, enrollment of men with type 2 DM, chronic administration of PDE5i, and evaluation of endothelial function through both hemodynamic and endothelial inflammation-related parameters.

Results: Fifteen studies fulfilled the eligibility criteria but only six RCTs met the inclusion criteria and were analyzed for 476 diabetic men, 239 randomized to Sildenafil, and 237 to placebo respectively. Four RCTs evaluated flow-mediated dilation (FMD), demonstrating a weighted mean increase of 2.19% (95% CI 0.48 to 3.90). This result showed a high heterogeneity (I²: 98%). Thus, a further sub-group meta-analysis was performed and this analysis confirmed a significant, Sildenafil-related FMD improvement. Sildenafil improved endothelin 1 and high sensitivity C-reactive protein by ~0.94 pg/ml and ~0.36 mg/l, respectively, not reaching statistical significance (P=0.69 and P=0.22 respectively). Finally, Sildenafil administration significantly reduced serum levels of interleukin 6 (IL6, ~0.82 pg/ml; 95% CI ~1.58 to ~0.07).

Conclusion: This meta-analysis suggests a beneficial effect of chronic PDE5i administration on endothelial function. Chronic Sildenafil administration seems to improve hemodynamic (FMD) and serum pro-inflammatory markers (IL6) in diabetic men. Larger studies are needed to confirm the effects of chronic PDE5i on endothelial function.

Background

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is one of the most common chronic diseases, with increasing incidence and an estimated prevalence of 285 million people affected worldwide (1). Type 2 DM (T2DM) had a prevalence of 2.8% in 2000, with a projection of 4.4% in 2030 because of population growth, aging, and increased prevalence of obesity and physical inactivity (2). T2DM is characterized by a disturbance in the intermediate metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids caused by poor insulin secretion/action, leading to chronically sustained hyperglycemia. This latter condition, together with the development of insulin resistance, promotes atherogenesis through cell proliferation at the vascular wall,
producing endothelial damage (3). Thus, T2DM sustains long-term cardiovascular risk, similar to that observed among non-diabetic patients with previous myocardial infarction (4). In essence, diabetic patients have early development of abnormal endothelial function, aggressive atherosclerosis, and adverse arterial remodeling (4).

A complete understanding of nitric oxide (NO) physiology is fundamental to discover the pathogenesis of endothelial dysfunction. Diabetic endothelial dysfunction is the result of imbalance between reactive oxygen species (ROS), increased via antioxidant and glycation pathways, and the production and availability of NO, that is reduced (5, 6, 7, 8). In addition, an increase in serum levels of vasoconstrictors, such as endothelin 1 (ET1) (9), and an impairment of several hemodynamic parameters, such as flow-mediated dilation (FMD) at brachial artery, intima–media thickness, and blood pressure (10), were described.

Erectile dysfunction (ED) seems to represent a prospective symptom of endothelial dysfunction and a consequent future vascular damage, interestingly 35–75% of T2DM male patients (11, 12, 13, 14). The reduction in hemodynamic parameters is a common condition between patients with T2DM and ED (15).

The most commonly used treatment for ED is based on inhibitors of the enzyme phosphodiesterase 5 (PDE5): Sildenafil citrate, Tadalafil, Vardenafil cloridrate, and Avanafil. Sildenafil is the first marketed PDE5 inhibitor (PDE5i) and is extensively studied in the literature. These drugs, on-demand oral therapies to be taken before the sexual activity (16), have been deeply evaluated in clinical trials, are efficacious, and well tolerated. They facilitate erection by increasing NO availability through inhibition of cyclic guanylyl mono-phosphate (cGMP) breakdown in the endothelial cells of the penile corpus cavernous (17). However, their action is not limited to the penile tissue, so that systemic effects can be hypothesized.

It has been suggested that chronic administration of PDE5i may improve endothelial function (18). The possible mechanism(s) of action of PDE5i in improving endothelial function, could be: i) enhanced NO/cGMP signaling cascade, ii) inhibition of NADPH oxidase activity, and iii) reduction in superoxide formation (18). The antioxidant activity of PDE inhibitors was demonstrated in animal models, in which the use of different PDE5i leads to an enhanced effect on cellular cyclic nucleotide antioxidant defense, contributing to the protection against oxidative stress induced by diabetes (19). Thus, it seems that PDE5i could restore the physiological equilibrium between mediators of vasoconstriction and vasodilation, inhibiting the catabolism of cGMP and enhancing NO levels and, consequently, vasodilation (19). These effects might result in improvement of endothelial function, reducing atherogenesis and vascular complications (19).

In recent years, several reports on the possible acute and chronic effects of PDE5i in patients with T2DM in improving endothelial function were published. However, the data available in the literature present conflicting results, challenging the interpretation of the role of PDE5i on endothelial function. Some authors found an endothelial function improvement after chronic administration of PDE5i, while other authors failed to demonstrate the beneficial effects of these drugs on endothelial parameters. Thus, to assess comprehensively the relationship between PDE5i and endothelial function in T2DM, we performed a meta-analysis of the available randomized clinical trials (RCTs), aiming at answering the following question: ‘Does chronic administration of PDE5i produce endothelial function improvement in diabetic patients?’

**Subjects and methods**

This study was carried out according to the Cochrane Collaboration and PRISMA statement (20, 21).

**Data sources and searches**

We conducted a comprehensive literature search for English-language articles in MEDLINE (PubMed), EMBASE, Cochrane Library, SCOPUS, UpToDate, and www.clinicaltrials.gov. Search key words were: phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors, PDE5 inhibitors, PDE-5 inhibitors, PDE5i, diabetes mellitus, diabetes, DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus, type 2 DM, endothelial function, endothelial dysfunction, diabetic complications, and the Boolean functions AND and OR.

**Study selection**

Eligibility criteria for study selection were: i) RCT study design; ii) enrollment of men with T2DM; iii) chronic administration of any of the known PDE5i, used at their therapeutic dosage; and iv) evaluation of endothelial function. The assessment of the literature searching process is shown in Fig. 1.
**Data collection process and quality**

One author (D S) extracted data from all RCTs selected with regard to study design, the year of publication, the number of included/excluded subjects, the number of dropped-out patients, and the use of intention to treat/per protocol analysis. Furthermore, the author extracted study subjects' demographics and underlying diseases, with particular attention to the time (years) elapsed from the diagnosis of T2DM. Only RCTs involving men with T2DM were considered eligible for the meta-analysis and only RCTs evaluating endothelial function, either with hemodynamic or biochemical parameters or both, were included in the meta-analytic process. Eligible RCTs should be based on a chronic administration of PDE5i. The quality of RCTs was assessed using the parameters proposed by Jadad et al. (22) and Table 1 summarizes the features of selected studies.

Several measurements of hemodynamic effects have been proposed in the literature in order to evaluate endothelial function: peak systolic velocity (23), blood flow and erythrocyte velocity (24, 25), arterial stiffness (26, 27, 28), and FMD (10). The most used parameter of PDE5i efficacy on endothelial function is the improvement of the FMD score. FMD is evaluated at the brachial artery, where the diameter is measured using duplex ultrasound at baseline and after 5 min of arterial occlusion using a blood pressure cuff (29). During occlusion, the distal tissues and endothelium become ischemic, stimulating local vasodilation, which, in turn, increases blood flow in the more proximal artery during reperfusion (29). The normal response to the reactive hyperemia is a slight vasodilation of ~7–15% (29). In case of endothelial dysfunction, such as in DM, the response to reactive hyperemia is blunted or even vasoconstrictive. In addition to the hemodynamic effects, PDE5i’s action on endothelial cells could be evaluated by the serum biomarkers listed above. ET1 is one of the most important biochemical markers of endothelial dysfunction and it is a potent vasoconstrictor that becomes elevated in case of endothelial dysfunction, e.g. in diabetic patients (30). In addition, the NO/ROS imbalance causes an increase in serum markers of inflammation, such as cytokines and chemokines, e.g. interleukins (ILs) and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hCRP). The elevation of these markers could represent a further indication of sub-inflammation and could identify an early vascular damage. Furthermore, several studies evaluated the sexual function of diabetic patients, generally using the international index of erectile function (31). However, also in this area, no agreement exists on the questionnaire to use, as other studies report the sexual encounter profile (32) or the structured interview of erectile dysfunction (SIEDY) (33).

The primary outcomes of RCTs considered for this meta-analysis were FMD scores and ET1 serum levels. Secondary outcomes were other measurements of endothelial dysfunction, such as: IL6, IL8, hCRP, homocysteine, microalbuminuria, HbA1c, Von Willebrand factor, plasminogen activator 1, intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1), vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM1), P-selectin, transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ), monocytic chemotactic protein 1 (MCP1), and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).

The second investigator (M Simoni) performed quality control checks on extracted data. The investigators, using Cochrane risk-of-bias algorithm, independently assessed the risk of bias for all trials (34). The following quality criteria and methodological details were evaluated for each trial included in the meta-analysis: i) method of randomization: only randomized studies were included in the analysis (quasi-randomized or observational trials were not included); ii) concealment of allocation: trials were considered adequate, not clear, or inadequate; iii) presence...
or absence of blinding to treatment allocation; iv) duration and type of follow-up; v) the number of participants recruited, randomized, analyzed, or lost to follow-up; vi) timing of trial; vii) whether an intention to treat analysis was done; viii) whether a power calculation was done; ix) source funding; and x) criteria for including a participant and assessing outcomes.

Data synthesis and analysis

The meta-analysis of the data extracted from the included studies was conducted using the Review Manager 5.2 Software (Copenhagen, Denmark) (version 5.2.4 Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2012). Data were combined using the random effect model, providing a more conservative estimate of the overall effect, especially relevant when studies were of different design and duration. Weighted mean differences and 95% CIs were estimated for each endpoint considered. Heterogeneity between the results of different studies was examined by inspecting the scatter in the data points and the overlap in their CIs and by performing χ² tests and I² statistics. Given the heterogeneity of the studies enclosed and considering the wide range of markers of inflammation studied, several subgroup analyses were performed using different endothelial parameters. Values of P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Meta-regression analysis was conducted using the ‘Statistical Package for the Social Sciences’ Software for Windows (version 16.0; SPSS, Inc.).

Results

Study selection

Figure 1 shows the literature searching process conducted from November 2013 to January 2014. We identified 32 potentially relevant studies. Of these, five studies were excluded because they are present in more than one database and 11 were excluded based on the information given in the abstract. A total of 16 trials were finally identified by the strategy research. Overall, 550 diabetic men were enrolled in the meta-analytic process. All trials were thoroughly appraised for their eligibility in the meta-analysis and their methodological quality. Six studies met the inclusion criteria (29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38) (Table 1). Ten studies were excluded from the final analysis as they did not fulfill inclusion criteria. One RCT was excluded from the analysis as it studied the efficacy and safety of a new PDE5i (Avanafil) in diabetic patients, but it did not analyze endothelial function (39). Two RCTs were excluded as they provided an evaluation of endothelial function after acute rather than chronic treatment with a PDE5i and because of quasi-randomization (40, 41). One RCT was

---

Table 1: Characteristics of study subjects included in the meta-analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Number of patients in study group (control group)</th>
<th>Dropped out</th>
<th>Mean age (years)</th>
<th>Duration of diabetes (years)</th>
<th>Drugs</th>
<th>Duration (weeks)</th>
<th>Sexual parameters</th>
<th>Serum endothelial function parameters</th>
<th>Endothelial function imaging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63.0±6.0</td>
<td>6.3±3.2</td>
<td>Sildenafil 25 mg thrice daily, Sildenafil 100 mg daily</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIEF5</td>
<td>IL6, VCAM1, ICAM1, ET1, and hCRP</td>
<td>FMD and RH-PAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(38)</td>
<td>153 (152)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Sildenafil 25 mg daily, Sildenafil 100 mg daily</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>IL6, IL8, and cGMP</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(29)</td>
<td>16 (16)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44.0±7.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Sildenafil 25 mg daily, Sildenafil 100 mg daily</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IL6, VCAM1, ICAM1, ET1, and hCRP</td>
<td>FMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(37)</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>Sildenafil 25 mg daily, Sildenafil 100 mg daily</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>IIEF5</td>
<td>IL6, IL8</td>
<td>FMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(36)</td>
<td>30 (29)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60.7±7.6</td>
<td>6.7±5.5</td>
<td>Sildenafil 25 mg daily, Sildenafil 100 mg daily</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ET1, MCP1, TGFβ, and VEGF</td>
<td>FMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(35)</td>
<td>20 (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48.3±4.52</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Sildenafil 25 mg daily, Sildenafil 50 mg daily</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIEF15</td>
<td>hCRP</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cGMP, cyclic guanylyl mono-phosphate; ET1, endothelin 1; FMD, flow-mediated dilation; hCRP, high C-reactive protein; HRV, heart rate variability; ICAM1, intercellular chemotactic protein 1; IIEF, international index of erectile function; IL, interleukin; IMT, intima–media thickness; MCP1, monocyte chemotactic protein 1; RH-PAT, reactive hyperemia by peripheral arterial tonometry; SEP, sexual encounter profile; TGFβ, transforming growth factor beta; VCAM1, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
excluded because it investigated the synergic effect of propionyl l-carnitine (PLC) plus Sildenafil in reducing monocyte oxidative activity and endothelial dysfunction markers in diabetic patients with ED (42). Thus, in this latter study, there was a confounding factor, i.e. the possible protective effect of PLC on endothelial function (42). Another clinical trial employing Tadalafil was excluded as it had a retrospective design and was not placebo controlled (43). An RCT considering PDE5i and T2DM was excluded as only seminal vesicle volumes were evaluated and parameters of endothelial health were not considered (44). Two studies enrolled only patients with ED, with or without T2DM and presented an open-label study design (45, 46). One trial was conducted enrolling naive T2DM patients with ED treated with daily Tadalafil vs placebo (47). We excluded this trial because it was not possible to extract the data concerning the only 25 diabetic patients out of a total number of 215 subjects enrolled (47). Furthermore, this study evaluated the effect of Tadalafil once daily used at a dosage lower than the therapeutic dosage employed in the other RCTs included (47). Finally, the last RCT excluded from the meta-analysis did not randomize patients and primarily evaluated NO metabolites in penile corpora cavernosa (48).

Study characteristics

All trials included in the meta-analysis (29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38) enrolled men with T2DM based on the definition of WHO (49). T2DM was defined in the same way in the six included studies, but a different duration of the disease was reported in the inclusion criteria of each RCT (Table 1). The different duration of T2DM in each trial, together with the differences among inclusion/exclusion criteria used, could represent the most important source of heterogeneity. These are typical selection bias in studies involving diabetic patients, considering the natural evolution of the disease.

Selected trials gave details as follows: ~472 diabetic men, 237 randomized to PDE5i and 235 to placebo. Only one study included had a cross-over design (29).

All trials included in the meta-analysis (29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38) considered the chronic administration of PDE5i. In particular, all studies provided the use of the same PDE5i: Sildenafil citrate. However, different study designs were applied and the duration of treatment lasted from 2 (29) to 12 weeks (36). This difference in the treatment duration could represent another important source of heterogeneity. Furthermore, the study design of most trials included did not provide an evaluation after follow-up. Only one RCT evaluated the effects during treatment and after adequate follow-up after withdrawal of Sildenafil (30). These characteristics resulted in incomplete information about the follow-up of these patients and might prevent recognition of long-term effect of PDE5i on endothelial function.

The outcomes of the RCTs considered in this meta-analysis were divided into two different classes: hemodynamic parameters and serum biochemical markers. The first group included the measurement of FMD, reported in four RCTs (29, 30, 36, 37), and reactive hyperemia by peripheral arterial tonometry, reported in one RCT (30). The second group of endpoints comprised ET1, IL6, and hCRP, reported in at least three studies (17, 30, 36), as well as cGMP, IL8, ICAM1, VCAM1, MCP1, TGFβ, and VEGF, reported in one RCT.

Risk of bias in included studies

Allocation (selection bias) » Two trials stated precisely the methodology of randomization used (35, 36). Four trials did not specify the method of randomization, even if they stated that patients were randomly assigned to the study or control group.

Blinding (performance bias and detection bias) » All six RCTs included in the meta-analysis were double blinded.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias) » Three RCTs had dropped out after randomization, but none reported whether intention to treat or per protocol analysis was performed (29, 36, 38).

Selective reporting (reporting bias) » The primary endpoints described in the aims of each RCT were reported in the result section of each trial. Several studies included secondary endpoints, which, however, were not always reported.

Other potential sources of bias » Power analysis was made only in two RCTs included in the meta-analysis (35, 36). Other RCTs considered in the meta-analysis did not report a calculation of the sample size in the study design.

Efficacy data: PDE5i vs placebo

Considering the wide variability of endpoints evaluated in these studies, it was not possible to conduct a single comprehensive analysis. Thus, four subgroup meta-analyses were performed. The first considered four RCTs evaluating FMD in 62 patients and 56 controls (29, 30, 36, 37) and
showed significantly improved FMD values after Sildenafil treatment. The mean improvement was 2.19% with CI 0.48 to 3.90 (P<0.001; Fig. 2). \( \chi^2 \) was 166.40 and \( I^2 \) statistics was 98%. The \( I^2 \) statistics answers the question: ‘What proportions of the observed variance reflect real differences in effect size?’ It is a measure of inconsistency across the findings of the studies, and it is not a measure of the real variation across the underlying true effects. Thus, the \( I^2 \) statistics showed a certain degree of inconsistency across this result. In order to evaluate this heterogeneity, we analyzed each single RCT, especially considering the inclusion criteria. Three of the four RCTs evaluated in this subgroup considered men with a history of long-term DM and with HbA1c over the upper range of normality, suggesting a possible effect of DM on endothelial function at baseline (29, 36, 37). On the other hand, Aversa et al. (30) enrolled men with ED and DM in good metabolic compensation, with HbA1c serum levels around the normal range (6.4%). Considering this variability in patient selection, we excluded the latter study (30) and performed a new sub-group meta-analysis (Fig. 3). The forest plot confirmed the significant improvement in FMD scores in the study group (0.34, CI 0.27 to 0.42, P<0.001). \( \chi^2 \) was 1.81 and \( I^2 \) statistics was 0%.

Given the wide range of markers used to evaluate endothelial health in the RCTs included, we were unable to perform one comprehensive meta-analysis. Thus, we tried to subdivide the overall effect of PDE5i on endothelial health, considering each endothelial marker analyzed in at least two studies. We performed a sub-group meta-analysis considering the two studies in which ET1 was evaluated, including 40 patients and 39 controls (30, 36), showing no effect of PDE5i on this parameter. The mean difference was −0.94 pg/ml, CI −5.49 to 3.62 (P=0.690; Fig. 4). \( \chi^2 \) was 1.01 and \( I^2 \) statistics was 1%.

The third sub-group meta-analysis considered two RCTs evaluating hCRP in 30 patients and 30 controls (30, 35). The PDE5i use did not result in any significant reduction in hCRP plasma levels (mean difference −0.36 mg/l, CI from −0.91 to 0.19, P=0.220; Fig. 5).

Finally, the last meta-analysis involved two studies including 163 patients and 162 controls analyzing IL6 serum levels (30, 38). This analysis showed that the use of PDE5i reduced IL6 serum levels significantly more than placebo (mean difference −0.82 pg/ml, CI from −1.58 to −0.07, P<0.001; Fig. 6). \( \chi^2 \) was 28.53 and \( I^2 \) statistics was 96%.

A logistic multivariate meta-regression was conducted comparing the variation of FMD and ET1. No significant correlation was found between these two parameters considering the weight of the studies enrolled (P=0.997). Furthermore, a meta-regression was conducted considering the variation of FMD and hCRP. No significant correlation was found (P=0.986).

**Discussion**

To the best of our knowledge, no previous meta-analysis focused on the effects of PDE5i on endothelial dysfunction in T2DM. Herein, for the first time, we report the results of a meta-analysis evaluating differences in endothelial function parameters in diabetic men after chronic treatment with PDE5i or placebo. The diversity of endpoints considered does not permit a comprehensive meta-analytic approach to this problem. However, we could evaluate a large number of diabetic patients chronically treated with PDE5i and decided to perform subgroup meta-analysis, considering only parameters analyzed in more than one RCT.

First, we showed an improvement of FMD scores after chronic treatment with Sildenafil in 162 diabetic patients,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>PDE5 inhibitors</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>12.5 0.7 10</td>
<td>6.5 1.2 10</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>6.00 (5.14, 6.86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(29)</td>
<td>4.91 0.5 14</td>
<td>4.72 0.5 14</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>0.19 (−0.18, 0.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(37)</td>
<td>4.5 0.1 12</td>
<td>4.15 0.1 12</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>0.35 (0.27, 0.43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(36)</td>
<td>15.67 11.25 26</td>
<td>11.08 14.97 20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.59 (−3.27, 12.45)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62 56 100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2**

Forest plot including the result of the subgroup meta-analysis, comparing the effects of PDE5 inhibitors over placebo in T2DM patients. FMD values, expressed in %, were considered.

Diamond indicates the overall summary estimate for the analysis (width of the diamond represents the 95% CI) and boxes the weight of individual studies in the pooled analysis.
independent of the treatment length \( (P<0.001; \text{Fig. 2}) \). However, the heterogeneity found in this analysis represents an important drawback in drawing conclusions. The possible explanation of this variability between studies derives from the natural history of DM. In fact, this is a chronic disease that leads to an endothelial damage/dysfunction depending on the duration of the disease itself. Thus, patients with long-lasting DM are expected to have a worse endothelial function than patients with newly diagnosed DM. Furthermore, the ‘ceiling’ effect of PDE5i may play some roles \(^{47}\). In other words, the beneficial effect on endothelial health of PDE5i is higher when patients have an advanced damage of endothelium due to long-term DM \(^{50}\). The residual meta-analysis, excluding one RCT, confirmed the beneficial effect of Sildenafil on FMD \(^{37}\). We conclude that chronic Sildenafil treatment improves hemodynamic parameters in DM. This result seems to be in contrast with previous studies demonstrating that PDE5i are not effective in improving endothelial function in a subset of healthy subjects \(^{50}\). Therefore, we do not know whether PDE5i could have a protective role against the development of diabetic endothelial dysfunction. Some studies of the literature support the hypothesis that PDE5i have a beneficial effect on hemodynamic parameters. For example, one-time administration of PDE5i increases FMD in patients with DM \(^{41}\), ED \(^{15}\), congestive heart failure \(^{51}\), and in habitual cigaret smokers \(^{52, 53}\). However, such trials are not comparable for the enrollment of patients, with a wide variability of inclusion criteria. Furthermore, no studies evaluated the efficacy of PDE5i after an adequate follow-up after drug withdrawal. Thus, it remains unknown whether this beneficial effect of PDE5i is maintained over time and for how long. A recent meta-analysis involving a mixed population of 1622 patients has shown that long-term daily PDE5i administration improves several cardiac outcomes including ejection fraction, cardiac output and diastolic function \(^{54}\).

The resulting serum levels of IL6 became significantly reduced after chronic Sildenafil treatment \(^{29}\). IL6

**Figure 3**

Forest plot including the result of the subgroup meta-analysis, comparing the effects of PDE5 inhibitors over placebo in T2DM patients, evaluating only three studies after the evaluation of heterogeneity. FMD values, expressed in %, were considered.

**Figure 4**

Forest plot including the result of the subgroup meta-analysis, comparing the effects of PDE5 inhibitors over placebo in T2DM patients. ET1 serum levels, expressed in pg/ml, were considered.
belongs to the wide family of cytokines involved in the development of a pro-inflammatory state resulting in vascular inflammation and atherosclerosis (55). Furthermore, IL6 has been recently proposed as a regulator of cell senescence (56). Our results suggest that chronically administered PDE5i could lead to a reduction in serum levels of pro-inflammatory cytokine. The reduction in IL6 serum levels could retard the development of a pro-inflammatory state, possibly preventing atherosclerosis. However, meta-regression failed to find any correlation between the variation in FMD scores and IL6 levels, confirming the difficulty of relating this serum biochemical marker to hemodynamic parameters in T2DM patients. A larger study analyzing several pro-inflammatory cytokines in depth could be helpful to elucidate whether PDE5i exert anti-inflammatory effects.

Considering the two studies evaluating ET1 serum levels as a marker of endothelial dysfunction (30, 36), the meta-analytic result of a total of 99 patients showed a reduction in ET1 serum levels, which, however, was not statistically significant ($P=0.10$; Fig. 4). This result is probably related to the difficulties in assessing accurately ET1 by the available assays. In this setting, the two trials considered used different laboratory assays. Giannetta et al. (36) used a quantitative sandwich enzyme immuno-assay (Quantikine, R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK), finding mean values of the order of 0.5 ng/ml. Conversely, Aversa et al. (30) measured ET1 levels by RIA, after extraction through absorption column cartridge (Sep-pack C18; Waters, MA, USA), obtaining values of the order of 3 pg/ml. In the literature, a wide range of ET1 assays with different sensibilities and specificities exist and the results obtained with these methodologies are difficult to reproduce in different experimental settings. Thus, the methodology chosen for ET1 measurement is of utmost importance, considering that, in dependence thereof, the results can vary of at least one order of magnitude. This difference could justify the lack of significant variations of ET1 levels in the meta-analyzed RCT. The meta-regression conducted considering FMD and ET1 revealed no correlations between these two markers of endothelial function, suggesting again that this biochemical serum marker for the analysis (width of the diamond represents the 95% CI) and boxes the weight of individual studies in the pooled analysis.
and the hemodynamic parameters might not be related. Two studies evaluated hCRP (30, 36). hCRP is a known marker of inflammation, but doubts remain on its validity as an endothelial function parameter in diabetic patients. In particular, Grover-Paez et al. (35) speculated that the absence of significant variations in hCRP serum levels in the study group could be due to the short duration of the study. By contrast, Aversa et al. (30) found a significant reduction of ~20% in serum levels of hCRP in the study group. The present meta-analysis based on 60 patients found a non-significant reduction in hCRP serum levels in the study group (Fig. 5). Thus, after chronic treatment with PDE5i, significant decreases were found neither for ET1 nor for hCRP. This lack of significance is probably due to the difficulty to measure these markers in serum, together with the differences in patients enrolled in the two studies considered in each sub-group meta-analysis. Furthermore, this result derives from only two studies, limiting the strength of this estimation.

One trial included in our meta-analysis evaluated many serum biochemical markers. This study considered 306 diabetic patients, demonstrating that the chronic treatment with Sildenafil for 12 weeks improves endothelial function in the cardiovascular system beyond the sexual sphere (38). The primary endpoints of this study were three serum markers of endothelial function: cGMP, IL6, and IL8 (38). However, only cGMP serum levels improved significantly after 4 weeks of Sildenafil treatment, whereas IL6 and IL8 did not (38). This result on IL6 is in contrast with the meta-analytical finding, probably due to the methodological limitations of the cytokine assays, inaccurate in clinical studies and, generally, with low sensitivity. Conversely, Aversa et al. (30) demonstrated a significant reduction in VCAM1 and ICAM1 in 20 diabetic men after 3 weeks of Sildenafil treatment. VCAM1 and ICAM1 are inflammatory target proteins and their levels are related to the inflammatory state (57, 58). However, further studies are needed to confirm the cardiac effects of PDE5i.

The importance of finding a drug able to prevent the endothelial dysfunction in T2DM is due to its known role in the atherogenic process (59). In fact, endothelial dysfunction plays a key role in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis and of micro- and macro-vascular complications typical of DM (60). At the same time, endothelial dysfunction is the commonest cause of vasculogenic ED (61). ED is typical of T2DM and may be considered as a sentinel symptom of occult cardiovascular disease (62). For these reasons, finding a drug possibly able to reduce endothelial dysfunction could prevent numerous complications and adverse outcomes in diabetic patients. Several mechanisms could be altered in endothelial dysfunction, but the primary alteration is a reduction in NO levels (63). Thus far, little attention was given to mechanisms through which PDE5i might benefit endothelial function beyond the NO-cGMP pathway, e.g. alteration of serum biomarkers, increased levels of endothelial progenitor cells, ischemia–reperfusion protection mechanisms, and other actions specific to diabetic patients (64). The results of our meta-analysis overall confirm the possible positive role of PDE5i on endothelial function, as measured by FMD. However, they also indicate that a reproducible and validated serum marker of endothelial health was not identified thus far. In fact, it seems that hemodynamic parameters are better related to endothelial health than biochemical markers, possibly because of the heterogeneity of the biochemical markers assessed. The demonstration of a beneficial effect of PDE5i against atherosclerosis in patients at risk, such as diabetic patients, could justify the evaluation of the same effect in other populations, e.g. women, or men with a high risk of atherogenesis due to causes other than diabetes. Furthermore, this meta-analysis shows, for the first time, that chronic, daily treatment with PDE5i could have a beneficial effect. Therefore, use of PDE5i may become a new therapeutic approach, so far approved for on-demand treatment of ED.

The limits of our meta-analysis are primarily due to the heterogeneity of the studies. All RCTs enrolled diabetic men, but the inclusion and exclusion criteria were different, as well as the study designs. All studies employed the same PDE5i (i.e. Sildenafil citrate), but in different doses, regimens, and duration. Furthermore, a possible attrition bias could be present in each RCT, as no information about dropped-out patients was given. Taken together, all these aspects limit the strength of the result and could mask the beneficial effect of PDE5i on endothelial health. Finally, follow-up was considered only in one study (30). Thus, we are unable to evaluate whether the inflammatory state could be restored after the withdrawal of PDE5i and when this could happen. Each study, taken alone, demonstrates that the use of PDE5i in diabetic men progressively improves endothelial function and increases the percentage of patients with a significant improvement in endothelial function. However, it should be recognized that a different duration of T2DM results in different comorbidity prevalence. This could represent a confounding factor, which cannot be accounted for by the meta-analyzed data, even if it could be considered a relevant covariate.
Conclusions

PDE5i are approved in ED and pulmonary hypertension and their use is under investigation for further diseases, such as asthma, acute ischemic stroke, cancer, systemic inflammation, \textit{claudicio intermittens}, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The results of the RCTs available in the literature and of this meta-analysis indicate a possible influence of PDE5i on the modification of the natural course of DM. In fact, we show that chronic treatment with Sildenafil reduces the FMD scores and IL6 serum levels, but a definitive demonstration of the therapeutic role of PDE5i in the prevention of endothelial dysfunction in DM is far to be elucidated.

Future RCTs should be conducted in more homogeneous population of diabetic men with the aim of identifying the best biochemical or hemodynamic parameter of endothelial function. The development of a reliable predictor of endothelial health could represent a real advantage in the management of T2DM and its comorbidities.
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